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US respondsto Iranian threat
to block the Strait of Hormuz
by sending mine-clearing
drones, according to ‘LA
Times.”

  

Fleet and ensure the safety of
shipping foules in a waterway
through which 40 percent of the
works seadome ol exports flow.
Tensions have simmered in the Gulf
with big-power diplomacy to ease
the nuclear dispute at an impasse
and Israel renewing veiled threats to
attack Iranian atomic sites from the
air if sanctions and negobations fal
to curb Iran's nuclear advances.   
USS Ponce APSEI+IS after conversion
A string of hawkish Iranian
Statements - including a renewed
threat to close the Strait and destroy
US bases in the region “within
minutes” of an attack - over the past
week helped thrust benchmark
Brent crude oil prices above $100
for the first time since June.
Iran has repeatedly warned of
reprisals for any Israeli or US-ed
strike on its nuclear installations,
whose activities @ says are purely
peaceful but the West suspects are
geared to developing the means to
produce nuclear arns.

Navy gots go-ahead for plan to
dispose of Enterprise reactor
compartments
ena Sen Piste Sepnetwe #1, 00 we 0 pe

BREMERTON — The Navy
announced Tuesday that disposing
cf the aircraft camer USS
Enterprise's nuclear reactor
compartments by the same method
it uses for submarines will create no
significant impact.

Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and
Intermediate Maintenance Facility
has removed 123 de-fueled reactor
compartments, primarily {rom
submarines, The USS Enterprise
CVN-65, commissioned in 1961, is
the first nuclearpropeted aircraft
carrer. It is powered by eight small
reactors (newer carers have two
larger ones).  

 

          i ZUSS Enterprse Geparts Norfolk on
deployment March 11. 2012. The
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Reactor compartment

compartments will be barged up the
Columbia River to a designated
Navy trench at the Hanford nuciear
waste dump. The rest of the ship will
be recycled hare.

USCS cover service
| operate the USCS cover service
for mombers. You may send up to
20 stamped and addressed
envelopes, with post card thickness
filler cards inserted, The USCS
bears the cost of the service, so
there is no fee charged. Most covers
are for new cachets donated to
ships and stations or units. At times,

when we can, covers are sent for
events such a5 commissionings and
decommissionings. if you send
covers for the service, one cover will
be included for any event we cover.
Include a post card to be notified
when are cut of covers.

 

   
 

(Check out the naval tems on ¢Bay. Proceeds go to Decatur Chapter, Seller CGCOVERGUY
Iatormution publinhed here i not guarantood.

‘Visit the Usiversal Ship Cascellathon Society web site at: www ancsong!


